The distinguishability heuristics of quantum mechanics are formalized by the postulate "The state of a quantum system uncorrelated with its exterior is pure."
Introduction
"The concept of interfering alternatives is fundamental to all of quantum mechanics;" (1) the issue of the (in)distinguishability of these alternatives is equally fundamental. That which distinguishes these alternatives is traditionally called welcher weg ("which way") information. 1 Unfortunately, there seems to be no formal statement of this very important issue: neither distinguishability nor indistinguishability have commonly recognized definitions, and their effects are dealt with by several somewhat ambiguous heuristics (RIA and RDA, below).
But consider:
[T]he loss of coherence in measurements on quantum states can always be traced to correlations between . . . the measuring apparatus and the system . . . .
[O]ne need not resort to invoking the notions of 'state reduction' or the 'collapse of the wave function' as dei ex machina . . . . (2) This suggests that a system which is uncorrelated with any exterior system is in a pure state.
In the following section we show that this statement is equivalent to the two Distinguishability Rules, thus formalizes them.
In the next section, we present the accepted heuristics. In Sec. 3, we offer the appropriate definitions. In Sec. 4, we present our postulate, stated in mathematically precise terms, and theorems which establish that this postulate precisely replaces the distinguishability heuristics. Then, in Sec. 5, we treat the general case, less-than-full distinguishability.
The distinguishability heuristics
The clearest statement (and perhaps most consistent use) of the principles regarding welcher weg distinguishability is that of Feynman.
(4) Speaking propagator language, Feynman said (in paraphrase)
To find the probability of a process which proceeds from a common source to a common detection via alternative processes: when the alternative processes are indistinguishable, square the sum of their amplitudes; when distinguishable, sum the squares of their amplitudes.
Let us translate this into state language. For a process from source ψ to screen position x via intermediate state (e.g., slit) p j , the amplitude is ψ | p j p j | x ; then If the processes through the { p j } are indistinguishable,
† E-mail: kirkpatrick@physics.nmhu.edu 1 Contrary to an early view that the incompatibility of interference with welcher weg information is the result of irreducible physical disturbance of observation, it has become clear that this effect is an intrinsic part of the formalism of quantum mechanics (cf., e.g., Refs. 2, 3).
where
If the processes through the { p j } are fully distinguishable,
where (The vectors are weighted by the amplitudes of the processes leading to the alternative states, the projectors by the squares of these amplitudes). These heuristics cannot be used as postulates in a formalized theory of quantum mechanics (comparable with analytical dynamics or electromagnetic theory): it is quite difficult to give the rules clear, rigorous statements; they do not account for less-than-full distinguishability; the rule for weighting the sums is somewhat ambiguous; and (perhaps worst) no rigorous physical meaning has been given to (in)distinguishability.
Definitions
We deal with variables (P ) of systems (S); the variable have values ({ p j }) which are by their nature disjoint Pr p j ∧ p j ′ = δ jj ′ and complete s Pr p s = 1 . Definition (noncorrelation). Two values, ψ of S and φ of M, are uncorrelated iff Pr ψ ∧ φ = Pr ψ Pr φ . Two variables P of S and A of M are uncorrelated iff Pr p j ∧ a k = Pr p j Pr a k for all j ∈ I P , k ∈ I A . Two systems are uncorrelated iff every pair of variables, one variable from each system, is uncorrelated.
Definition (hermeticity).
A variable of S is hermetic if it is uncorrelated with any variable of any system exterior to S. A system is hermetic iff all of its variables are hermetic.
Definition. The hermetic environment of a system S is the smallest hermetic system or collection of systems which includes S, less S itself.
Definition (indistinguishability).
The values φ k k ∈ I of a system S (not necessarily the values of a single variable) are indistinguishable iff, for every value ψ of every system in the exterior of S, Pr φ k ψ = Pr φ k .
Comment. That is, the indistinguishability of the φ k k ∈ I is equivalent to their hermeticity. Thus the values of a hermetic variable are indistinguishable.
Definition (distinguishability). The values φ k k ∈ D of a system S (not necessarily the values of a single variable) are fully distinguishable iff there exists a set of disjoint values b k k ∈ D of some system M exterior to S such that Pr φ j b k = Pr φ j φ k .
Comment. Thus, full distinguishability implies that if b k is true in M, the corresponding S is described by the value φ k ; if and only if the { | φ j } are disjoint, Pr φ j ∧ b k = Pr φ j δ jk = Pr b j δ jk . We call this perfect correlation:
Definition (perfect correlation). Two values, ψ of S and φ of M, are perfectly correlated iff Pr ψ ∧ φ = Pr ψ = Pr φ < 1. Two variables P of S and A of M are perfectly correlated iff Pr p j ∧ a k = Pr p j δ jk = Pr a k δ jk < 1 for all j and k.
The formalization of the distinguishability heuristics
Definition (pure state). A quantal system's state is pure iff its state operator is a projector. A state which is not pure is mixed.
We are now in a position to formalize the distinguishability heuristics.
Postulate of Hermetic Purity (PHP).
The state of a hermetic quantal system is pure.
Theorem 1. The Postulate of Hermetic Purity is equivalent to the Rule of Indistinguishable Alternatives ( PHP if f RIA).
Proof:
1. Assume RIA. Consider any hermetic system S; because it is hermetic, any set of states | φ j ∈ H S used to describe S are indistinguishable (not only in practice, but in principle). RIA requires that these indistinguishable state vectors be added to get the state vector of S. The state of this arbitrary hermetic system is therefore pure. Hence PHP .
Assume PHP . The Hilbert space H
S of the system S is spanned by the indistinguishable noncollinear set | φ j ∈ H S . Let M be the hermetic environment of S; then, by PHP , the state of S ⊕ M is pure, | Ψ S⊕M . This vector can be expanded in terms of direct products of the { | φ j } and any orthonormal set
S⊕M may be rewritten in terms of a linearly independent subset of { | φ j }: Let L be the index set of a maximal linearly independent subset of { | φ j }, so | φ j = s∈L α js | φ s (where α jk = δ jk , j ∈ L). Then
The state of S conditioned on the occurrence of the value b j of an observable B repre-
with | Ψ j = s∈L Γ sj | φ s , where Γ kj =γ kj /C j , with C j = stγ sjγ * tj φ t | φ s . Since the { | φ k } are indistinguishable in this state, it must be that Pr
this factoring of the indices leads to
Hence RIA.
Theorem 2. The Rule of Indistinguishable Alternatives implies the Rule of Distinguishable
Alternatives ( RIA implies RDA).
Proof. By Thm. 1, RIA implies PHP . The noncollinear set | φ j ∈ H S is fully distinguishable. Let M be the hermetic environment of S; then, by PHP , the state of S ⊕ M is pure, | Ψ S⊕M . Using the Schmidt decomposition, | Ψ S⊕M = s ψ s | p s a s , with the { | p j } and the { | a j } orthonormal. The { | φ j }, even if not linearly independent, must span the subspace of H S which supports | Ψ S⊕M ; thus we may expand | p s = t γ st | φ t . We obtain
with φ t | η t def = s γ st ψ s | a s . In order that the { | φ j } be fully distinguishable, there must exist an orthonormal set { | b j ∈ M } for which ρ ρ ρ
Using Eq. (4) and calling the denominator N 2 k , we get
Since
so
Hence RDA.
Comment. Because the { | φ j } may be linearly dependent, it is not necessarily the case that the { | η j } be equal to the { | b j }; orthogonality of the { | η j } is sufficient, but not necessary, for the full distinguishability of the { | φ j }. Thus the { | φ j } may be fully distinguishable even though they are not linearly independent and the associated states of the exterior when prepared are not orthogonal.
The general case of distinguishability
Of course, the categories fully distinguishable and indistinguishable, although disjoint, are not complete. These Rules leave the intermediate cases untouched. Let us see what PHP can tell us. A system S is described in terms of the linearly independent states | φ j ∈ H S ; we consider the issue of their distinguishability. Let E be the hermetic environment of S; then S ⊕ E is hermetic. Repeat the development leading to Eq. (6); the state of S is then
Because the state of S is pure, it is hermetic (cf. Thm. A), hence the states { | φ j } are indistinguishable.
If the { | η j } are orthonormal, then the states { | φ j } will be fully distinguished by the value of η j (which, being orthonormal, may be determined with certainty). Then ρ ρ ρ S = t |φ t | 2 | φ t φ t |, as expected from the distinguishability rule. In Eq. (10), we see the entire range of possibilities for ρ ρ ρ S between indistinguishability and full distinguishability -only the extremes are accounted for in the simple welcher weg heuristics. A particularly interesting situation is that in which { | η j } is a set of orthonormal vectors with some repetitions. In this case, the { | φ j } will divide into indistinguishable subsets which are fully distinguishable from one another: the case of ideal, incomplete measurement. For example, the three-slit atomic Young apparatus with an ideal passage detector at slit 1: the | φ j represent the passage through the slits; the activation of the detector is | b 1 , its non-activation is | b 2 = | b 3 . Then ρ ρ ρ S = |φ 1 | 2 | b 1 b 1 | + φ 2 | φ 2 +φ 3 | φ 3 × φ * 2 φ 2 |+φ * 3 φ 3 | . Using anti-coincidence on b 1 , interference is observed between φ 2 and φ 3 . An imaginative, intuitive use of the Rules could yield this result, but without rigor: an empirical failure of this result would point no clear finger. In contrast, in the case of this formal approach, such a failure would directly falsify PHP .
